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‘A Sense of Calm‘ Our homes have multiple functions and are adaptable to fulfil the multiple demands of 
today's societies. But in all this chaos consideration needs to be brought back to our 

places of calm. The sanctuaries we can turn to when we need an escape. Now more then 
ever, at a time when we are restricted to our homes, it is important to feel like we are 

able to leave behind the pressures and stresses that are now associated with our homes. 
Finding pleasures in the everyday to keep us positive and in a healthy state of mind. 

This collection will provide comfort and 'A Sense of Calm' to escape to in our everyday 
lives and routines. These desirable little escapes inspired by nature will become a constant 

reminder of the importance of a mindful moment away from screens and distractions.  

Constantly being alone with our thoughts can be a scary thing for some, as it is so 
different to what we are used to experiencing in our busy 21st Century. Letting our mind 
wander freely for just a few minutes a day, can have huge benefits. This collection will 
support and provide comfort to ensure you get the most out of this precious downtime.

Through beautifully considered designs and promotion of mind-fullness this collection will 
ensure 'A Sense of Calm' can be bought to our daily routines. 

A Little Escape 

Designs which will transport us to a calm and 
soothing place from the comfort of our own homes.



An Authentic Sophistication 

Calm
Peaceful, Quiet and Without Worry. 

Prioritise timeless designs that have clean silhouettes, luxurious 
elements, subtle tactility to bring you closer to Nature.



My fascination with shells started as a child. Long walks along the beach 
would become exciting as I began to collect hidden treasures found along 
the shoreline. I love how unpredictable and organic the whole process 
is as my success was completely reliant upon what the tide brought 
in that day. Each shell tells its own story of the natural world, filled 
with colour and pattern providing endless amounts of design potential.

Finding Hidden Beauty within Nature 



Art is an attempt to get closer to nature 

Photography
"Shells, these delicately decorated 
and porcelain like natural beauties 
are pieces of sculpture untouched 

by the hand of man kind" 
Neisha Crosland





Drawing.. .
It became less about the 

shells and more about the 
pattern found within. 



Capturing pattern within



Marks Made inspired from my shells 



‘A Sense of Calm‘ 
The Collection 

‘Twirling Minds‘
‘Morning Sunrise‘

 
‘A Wind Dance‘
‘Beyond the Sea‘

‘White Horses‘ 
And Many more.. .



Inspired by the colour in my Photography, 

Soft fusion and subtle colour change 



Shells abstracted to create a fluid design 

‘Twirling Minds‘



‘Morning Sunrise‘ 
Colour has the ability to reduce our heart rate,  slow us down and feel a sense of 
calm. I have explored this throughout this design. Soft colour fusions between 
blues and pinks mimic  a sunrise transporting us to a still and relaxing place .  



‘A Wind Dance‘
Design inspired by the movement of grass 
in the wind. Drawing it first by hand and 
then later developing it on Photoshop.

Design in context to create calm



‘Beyond the Sea‘ 
Capturing the subtle changed and soft 
fusion found within the sea in textiles 



‘White Horses ‘

Creating textures seen in my photography throughout my textiles   



When I look back at my early work
The first shell drawings, the first textile prints on old 
bed sheets, the sketches I did on the beach and in the 
Studio, I see that I already had an interest in capturing 
natures hidden beauty and pattern. I now realise that 
these early interests never leave you, they come back 
in full rotation and will continue to inspire my textiles.  

I believe my role is to produce calm 
Because I myself have need of peace. 

Henri Matisse 

I Agree. 
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